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Art: Seniors give to sculpture installation
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semester, Covenant
Next
College will forever etch the
th
anniversary into
memory its 50
50th
clay.
Commissioned
last
year
m
the school's
in honor
ooff
school’s
accomplishment, at least part
Professor
Kayb
Carpenter's
Carpenter’s
sculpture project 1s
is scheduled
to occupy a place in front ooff the
Tuck Shoppe by Homecoming.
Working 16 to 20 hours a
m Carter Hall’s
Hall's North
week in
Studio, Carpenter is optimistic
about her progress. "It's
“ It’s been an
experiment, and I'll
I’ll be excited to
see them [the arches] finished,"
finished,”
she said. “It’s
"It's always nice to see
what you're
you’re working on come
completion— the conception
into completion-the
flower into reality."
reality.” A
A professor
in
Covenant’s
art
department,
m Covenant's
Carpenter 1s
is carrying a full
teaching load in addition to the
commission.
comm1ss10n.
The Class ·of
o f 2006 wants to
o f the money
contribute $2,000 of

necessary for installing the $30,000
project, which uses 6 concrete
arches overlaid with ceramic clay
to symbolize the first 6 days of
of
God's
G od’s creative act in Genesis 1, _
with the viewer standing in Day
7.
"We
“We were just trying to look
for something that seniors could
get excited about,"
about,” said Class
President Jennifer Brandon.
“I
Brandon. "I
was-talking
was
talking with Rebecca Dodson,
and she suggested giving to the
sculptures because the budget had
been cut and they were basically
going to be sitting around until
money was found to install
them."
them.”
But, as in previous years,
student interest m
in the seruor
senior
gift has exceeded their actual
o f March 27, only
donations. As of
$904.23 has been either pledged
or collected, leaving more than
half ooff the required amount to be
raised with only a nionth
month left in
the semester.

Photos by Liz Tubergen

See Sculpture, on page 3.

Guns and letters: the double lives of Covenant
students in
in the military
B y EMILY
E m ily BELZ
B elz
BY
Freshmanjosh
Freshman
Josh Lott has a strong
handshake and set shoulders.
Those hands and shoulders here
employed for writing and testtaking, will be building roads in
Iraq in months ahead.
ahead.
Lott, a Combat Construction
Engineer in the Army Reserves,
will be deployed on June 19 to
eventually head to the desert
places of
o f Iraq. For about a month
or two he will be going through
extensive training, probably at
Fort Lewis in California. He will
not return to civilian life for at
least a year.
“M y mom's
mom ’s not too happy,”
"My
happy," he

“But she's
she’s really proud that
said. "But
I’m a soldier."
soldier.” Lott's
Lott’s parents are
I'm
missionaries in Indonesia, _where
he grew up, though they are
currently on sabbatical. They will
be returning across the Pacific as
their son crosses the Persian Gulf
this summer.
In these last days of
o f the
semester, Covenant students are
anxious about completing papers
is
and tests. - Meanwhile Lott 1s
preparing to leave the familiar,
feeling both fear and anticipation
for the upcoming mission. He will
be searching for roadside bombs
while patrolling and building
Triangle.
roads in the fiery Sunni Triangle.
Junior Emily Cunningham, an

Army reservist, was also recently
Only a handful of
o f Covenant
deployed to eventually serve in · students are in the reserves or
Iraq. On March 22, she was sent have once served in the military.
to Fort Bliss in El Paso, Texas.
Sophomore Thomas Prettyman,
“ She had about a week to prepare
a Marine veteran who worked
"She
everything;” said her roommate,
in information systems, served
everything;"
m
in the Iraq war in its initial
“ to pack, mail stuff
Carlie Evans, "to
m
classes.”
invasion. "When
“When I joined, war
home, and wrap up her classes."
mvas10n.
An
scenario,” he said.
operating
room was an unlikely scenario,"
technician, Cunningham helps
When he returned from Iraq,
surgeons during procedures by his company marched through
passing instruments, retracting a town that showered them with
the surgical site, and cleans
confetti, cheers, and prayers. After
1 , he says that peopl_
peoplee would
up afterwards. She plans on 9 I/111,
“Thank you"
you”
completing her courses from this walk up and say "Tharik
semester by correspondence, and to him; though he confesses that
will return to Covenant when she
the Marine training conditions
has completed her Middle East soldiers to be uncomfortable with
tour of
o f duty ooff fifteen months.
individual attention.
attention.

Senior Noah Stephens, a
sergeant in the Army Reserves, is
also a veteran of
o f Operation Iraqi
Freedom. While deployed on the
Iraq/Kuwait border, he worked
within his unit as a heavy wheel /
mechanic from February 2004 to
February 2005.
o f 2001-2002,
Over Christmas of
senior Joseph Hatcher served in
the Marines where he conducted
reconnaissance
in
patrols
m
Afghanistan. When the sun went
often ate stew and bread
down, he often·
with Afghani anti-Taliban forces.
The older Afghani guard at the
their
gate to the_
ir compound gave the

2.
See Military, on page 2.
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If Covenant students thought
preview weekend was crowded,
If
they should think again.
If
things continue the way they
have been going, another large
freshman class will make its mark
at Covenant—
possibly the biggest
Covenant-possibly
yet. This week the admissions
office passed l1020
020 applicants
for the first time in history. In
addition, 190 prospective students
have already sent in their three
hundred dollar deposits, which
is a significantly higher amount
than this time last year. More
deposits should continue to
flow into the Admissions office
in the next few months. The

Admissions department goal for
the fall is 310 to 320 new students.
With smaller classes graduating
and larger classes entering, the
growth becomes more significant
to campus life.
Part ooff the increase in students
is due to the hard work ooff the
Callers and
admissions staff.
admissions assistants like freshman
Christian Man, aid in the process
by contacting prospective students
and attempting to establish
familiarity with the college. “We
"We
want to befriend them as best we
can,”
can," Man said.
While the growth ooff the
student population is certainly
encouraging, there are some
concerns worth addressing. One
ooff these concerns is the retention
rate.
At Covenant, 73% ooff
freshman from 2004 returned for

at the funeral, and promptly
turned him in. "Fellowship
“ Fellowship
here was weak compared to my
Marines raisins and cigarettes and
fellowship with non-Christians [in
told stories about fighting against
I've
the military],”
“Now I’ve
military]," he said. "Now
the Russians. In his back pocket,
o f anger and
gotten rid ooff a lot of
“war treasures”—
pictures
treasures"-pictures
- he had "war
bitterness. I feel like I’m
I'm finally
ooff al Queda and Taliban fighters
ready to be in this place.”
place."
whom he had killed.
be said about
If one thing can .be
Hatcher found his way over
Covenant students in the military,
many months from his duty
it is that they have learned to
as a Marine in Afghanistan to
be independent—
though each
becoming a student at Covenant,
independent-though
branch and each role within those
and became a Christian along the
branches is dramatically different.
way. “"[Coming
[Coming to Covenant] was
“They seem to know where they’re
they're
harder than my transition into
"They
headed
and
what
they’re
doing,”
they're doing,"
the military from high school,”
school,"
commented Joel Wells of
o f the
he admits. "Becoming
“Becoming a Christian
Office
o
f
Records,
who
handles
of
alienated me from the military, and
the logistics ooff veteran and
being in the military alienated me
reservist benefits. Students serving
from the present."
present.” For his crossin the military do not receive any
cultural credit, he simply wrote
o f unique support from the
about arriving at this college.
sort of
Just about two months after
school, financially or emotionally
Hatcher,
Hatcher. transferred to Covenant, in the form ooff counseling or
groups. Hatcher hopes that New
one ooff his friends from his platoon
City pastor Randy Nabors, an
was killed when his parachutes
did not open in a training jump.
jump. . Army reservist, may be able to
help Covenant students with the
Hatcher went to California for the
“culture shock”
shock" ooff coming from
"culture
funeral; when he returned, his RA
the military.
found out that he had had alcohol

the fall 2005 semester. Arguably
the most significant factpr
factor in
the retention rate is the cost ooff
tuition.
Jan Weaver in the Office of
of
Admissions said, · “"(A
[A Covenant
education] should be seen as an
investment. M
y husband and I
My
both had to work very hard to
come to Covenant. We paid back
our college loans the first ten years
ooff our marriage. Was it easy, no,
but I don’t
don't ever remember writing
that check and thinking, 'Boy,
‘Boy,
that was a waste of
o f hard earned
money.’”
money.'"
Most students probably don’t
don't
realize that they can have an
Covenant's
impact in changing Covenant’s
retention rate through their own
churches.
Currently, half ooff
Covenant’s
Covenant's annual funds come
from the support of
o f PCA churches.

But, during the 2005 calendar
year, Covenant only received
support from 553 ooff 1,764 PCA
churches. In the PCA, General
Assembly has estimated askings,
which are funds given from PCA
churches to General Assembly
to distribute to PCA affiliated
institution such as Covenant
College, Covenant Seminary,
MTW, and Ridgehaven. While
the askings per communicant
member of
o f the PCA are roughly
$90, only $8.85 ooff that is supposed
to go to Covenant. Unfortunately,
many PCA churches don’t
don't give
their askings. Matthew Bryant,
coordinator ooff church relations,
commented, “"It
It is amazing the
impact the church can have on
the college.”
If all the churches
college." If
gave their askings, tuition could
be reduced very significantly.
significandy.

Military, from page -ri

Covenant College can be quite an adjustment
Covenant
for students fresh out of the military.

www.denix.osd.mil
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A
A somewhat worried Brandon
is encouraging her classmates
to make a temporary sacrifice:
“We’ve
"We've still got a long way to go.
Seniors are looking to graduate
and want to spend their money in
other ways, but if everyone gave
it."
just $10 we could get it.”
“Kayb’s work is going to be
"Kayb's
huge,”
huge," said art professor Jeff
Morton. “Anyone
':i\nyone who supports
this project is going to get a big
bang for their buck, because I
think people will come to the
college specifically to see it and
it."
experience it.”
Carpenter attributes the idea
literfor the sculptures to the liter
ary framework interpretation ooff
l, which interprets the
Genesis 1,
passage more as a hymn than as
a scientifically accurate account.
“"Now
Now I’m
didn't
I'm not saying God didn’t
create everything in seven days,
but what I wanted to do worked
better with this model [the
liter(the liter
ary framework interpretation],”
interpretation],"
she said.
In order for her vision to work,
the large grassy area between
the Tuck Shoppe and Carter
Circle must be terraced using
bulldozers.
“The arches are in pairs,
"The
each day having a partner,”
partner,"
"They are to
said Carpenter. “They
be arranged so that,
that; with the
perspective, you see the day, and
then you see the filling ooff the day.
So Day l1 is the forming ooff the
light, and Day 4 is the filling of
of
that space."
space.”
For some, seeing a greater
variety ooff public artwork, like
the recently-hung Shawn La.Rose
LaRose
piece, arriving at Covenant has
been encouraging. "I
“I definitely
think that it improves the
environment and makes it more
enjoyable to be on campus,”
campus,"
Brandon commented. While the
college has many current needs,
she is happy with the choice her
class has made.
“The arts are what make life
"The
enjoyable,” concluded Carpenter.
enjoyable,"
“They add quality to our life, and
"They
they help us to understand truth
that can't
can’t be expressed in words.”
words."

eek
Week
Faculty Quote of the W

“I n1al{e
make this up as I go. This isn't
isn’t history, this is n1ythology.
mythology.
"I
my view of the world."
world.”
This is n1y
—
Dr. Paul Morton in 20th Century Global History
--Dr.
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An Unusual Institution
An

A series about Covenant College by members of the faculty

A few faculty members have agreed to write
Editor’s
Edit.or's Note: What is so special about Covenant College? A
short essays for a Bagpipe series to close out the school year. Faculty member can approach the question
bachelor's and
however they want to. The second piece is by Mrs. Rebecca Pennington, who received her bachelor’s
master’s
master's degrees from Covenant, and teaches in the education department.
B
y R
ebec c a P
ennington
PENNINGTON
REBECCA
BY

COMMENTARY
.C
o m m entary
y M
ic h a e l R
hodes
RHODES
MICHAEL
BY
.B

Letters to
the editor
are welcome:
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with "Letter
“Letter
to the Editor”
Editor'" in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 145,14049
Highwayl.ook145, 14049 Scenic HighwayLookout Mountain, GA 30750.
•• Make letters topical and keep them
under
200
words.
2oowords.
clarity and
and
edited far darity
• Letters may be editedfor

length.
fallll
signe,i withJu
•• Letters should be signed
name, class standing, and declared
major, if
ifapplicable.
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publication
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those of the College or the student body.
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If you would like the Bagpipe
to run a story on something,
send your suggestion by email
to Bagpipe@covenant.edu with
‘Story
Idea’ in the subject line.
'Story Idea'

For advertising inquiries,
contact Adam Belz:
ph. (706) 419-1602
Bagpipe@covenant.edu

The Board recently decided
p~ofessor
not to hire an English professor
who was considered outstanding
by ~ everyone who interviewed
him. Although the reasons for
candidate's rejection were
the candidate’s
not given, many believe that it
had at least something to do with
the fact that he does not oppose
the ordination ooff women. This
seems to me to be a questionable
criteria; even champions ooff the
Reformed tradition around here
recommended the candidate for
hiring despite some theological
concerns. But maybe because ooff
our commitment to the Reformed
tradition, it isn’t
isn't appropriate to
hire someone whose views differ ·
from ours on such a controversial
o f what you
issue. Regardless of
think about the hiring ooff this
candidate, his rejection highlights
don't
the fact that we at Covenant don’t
often hear from people who think
differently than we do.
During
my
two
years
here, I have heard classroom
teaching, chapel lectures, and
conference forums on a variety ooff
controversial issues from women’s
women's
rights to . a Christian view ooff
ecology. Yet often it seems that all
these voices are coming from the
same perspective; in fact, nearly
all of
o f our speakers come from the
extremely small denominational
pond ooff the PCA. The recent
Kaleo conference on gender in
the church is a great example.
The
conference
was
truly
excellent, with good speakers and
great dialogue. I just don't
don’t think
that it went far enough. We have
brothers and sisters in Christ who
are seeking to faithfully follow
G
od’s word,'
word, · and at the same
God's
time believe in the ordination ooff
women. Why not hear from some
ooff them? Is it really fair to assume
that we have heard and addressed
women's
the arguments against women’s
ordination if we have not heard
from a Christian woman who
believes in it?
I believe that it is absolutely
vital that we at Covenant College

3
3

What is so special about Covenant College?
After 4 years as an undergraduate, 3 years as
a master's
master’s student and 4 years as a professor, a
clear answer is elusive. However, I believe that
every Covenant College diploma should have the
WARNING: A Covenant
it--WARNING:
following affixed to it—

College education can be hazardous to your
health. M
y reflections (not to mention Monday’s
Monday's
My
senior testimonies) about Covenant’s
Covenant's unique
character strengthen this conviction.
So what do I mean? Covenant College
destroyed any possibility ooff living a safe, ordinary
life. Movies were no longer for fun, but compelling
opportunities to evaluate worldview. Dating (what
little I did) wasn’t
wasn't about romance; each date was
job
a potential "godly
“ godly husband”
husband".. Each teaching job
wasn’t
wasn't an income, but a direct charge to build the
perfect Christian school. Time and experience have
tempered those lofty ideals, but Covenant instilled
“ dangerous” ideas that shaped me and continue to
"dangerous"
influence my decisions.
It's risky business
OK
Idea # 1:
K to take risks! It’s
l: It is O
to take Clark’s
Clark's doctrine class with Bill Davis, for
example. When I arrived, grades motivated all
example.
ooff my academic work. My professors offered a
goal deeper than earning .Ns--exploring
A’s—exploring God's
G od’s
creation in order to become His faithful steward.
Dorm
Dorm life showed me that considering the needs
ooff others rather than my own cultivated rewarding
friendships. I even risked praying for a guy I
couldn’t
couldn't stand-he is now my husband! Risk-taking
seek to hear from other brothers
and sisters in Christ who interpret
the Scriptures differently than
we do. Dialogue is integral to
education, but right now I often
feel like we are dialoguing with
ourselves, and I think its killing us.
The PCA is not the final evolution
o f theological or ecclesiological
of
thought, although I’ve
I've noticed
that we sometimes act like it
is. Furthermore, to keep us as
students from hearing the other
perspective from Christians who
hold it is self-defeating. Interaction
with those who think differently
from us forces us to really examine
ourselves and our beliefs, and
affirms those things which we
believe which are worth believing.
A
A strong argument is only
strengthened by fair treatment
ooff the weaknesses and strengths
ooff the opposing argument, and
this is only
orily fairly accomplished
when someone who holds those
\iews
them.
views is the one explaining them.
Also, dialoguing with Christians

is dangerous, but G
od’s grace holds me forever.
God's
significance.
Idea #2: M
y actions have cosmic significance.
My
Once a church member quipped to my husband
Tucker (’84)
The problem with you
('84) and me, “"The
Covenant grads is that you think you have to change
"Yesss, it shows!"
the world.”
shows!”
world." Inside we shouted, “Yesss,
True knowledge results in action and what I do
matters. Francis Schaeffer's
Schaeffer’s film series, "How
“How Shall
Covenant's core in
We Then
Then live?"
Live?” formed part of
o f Covenant’s
1¾
1978. A
A similar version ooff this question still burns
in my brain, "If
“If I believe that Christ is preeminent,
life?"
how will it change my life?”
Idea #3: Everything is connected. Because
knowledge is united in Christ, no disciplinary study
can exist in a vacuum and no individual can pursue
his or her calling alone. Loving collaboration is
necessary for each person’s
person's gifts to be utilized in
God's
God’s kingdom.
aboutjesus.
Idea #
4: It really is all about
Jesus. The familiar
#4:
C re a tio n -F a ll-R e d e m p tio n -C o n su m m a tio n
Creation-Fall-Redemption-Consummation
“"grand
grand narrative”
narrative" points us to Christ. I know the
end ooff the story and it means being united with
Christ forever. Former professor Chuck Anderson
yet"..
characterized the kingdom as “"now,
now, but not yet”
Everyday"
The Epic Everyday”
Lobby's recent song, “"The
Third Lobby’s
poignantly expresses this idea. Our most menial
God's
tasks can shine with G
od’s glory if offered to Him
in worship. While all is not perfect at Covenant,
it"..
"get it”
today's
today’s students “get
My
y experiences
So why is Covenant special? M
here gave me the courage to live dangerously. Here
my heart, mind, and hands intertwine to show that
“in all things..
preeminence."
He might have the preeminence.”
things ......He
"in

who believe different things, as
opposed to merely attempting
to dialogue with the opposing •
ideas abstracted from those who
hold them, teaches us as students
how to work and live with other
Christians. America has given us
the ability to
worship and practice our
religious beliefs in a context of
almost total religious freedom,
and so we have had the ability
and time to fight and bicker about
theology, forming doctrinal lines
which we often refuse to cross.
That time is coming to an end. In
this increasingly secular country
and world, we as Christians must
work together as the body ooff
Christ or else become irrelevant
to society.
We have everything to gain
and nothing to lose from exposing
ourselves to other believers who
think differently .than
than we do. We
cannot pretend to have fairly
explored these controversial issues
if all ooff those who teach us come

from one side of
o f the argument,
and we must admit that neither the
PCA nor any other denomination
has all . the answers. Further
interaction with dispensationalists,
egalitarians,
Christian
tree
huggers, and whoever else we
disagree with as a Presbyterian
school would not only provide
a proving
p~'Oving ground where we can
solidify our theological stances
and explore complex issues, but
would also increase our love
and desire for communion with
Christians of different theological
understandings. Covenant must
not only equip us by teaching us
the rich tradition to which we
belong, but also by allowing us
to encounter and interact with
those who disagree with us. I
hope that in the future we will
see an increase in voices from
different perspectives. This is
good for education, for Christian
understanding, and for service in
the body ooff Christ.
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Strokes of Luck
BY
B y MAX
M a x BELZ
B elz
Juniors David Ward and
Matt Pannkuk are no strangers
to the concert scene. After this
past weekend, they are no longer
strangers to the musicians they
love.
On
O n Saturday night, the two
roommates spent three hours in an
adjacent lane to The Strokes at a
bowling alley in St. Louis, Missouri.
Thanks to a tip from someone who
knew one of
o f the security guards,
Ward and Pannkuk drove to PinUp Bowl after the show to catch
a glimpse of
o f the famous Brooklyn
quintet.
After waiting in line for nearly

SGU
I 11:SH &
SCOTTISH

an hour to enter the building,
the two of
o f them stood near
The Strokes who were bowling
against the . evening's
evening’s opening
band, Eagles of
o f Death Metal.
After a few minutes, lead singer
Julian Casablancas gestured in
Dave Ward's
Ward’s direction. The two
exchanged garbled hand motions
until Casablancas eventually
waved Ward and Pannkuk off. "I
“I
thought we had missed our chance
him," Ward said
to talk to him,”
said.. .
A few minutes later, much
to Ward's
Ward’s surprise, Casablancas
walked over to the two Covenant
students to tell Ward that he
.
I . . I
remembered
him from the show

SPORTS
SPORTS
earlier that night. "He
“ He said to me,
you were the one singing in the
front of
o f the crowd,"
crowd,” Ward said.
The two Covenant students spent
the rest of
o f the time bowling with
the two bands. They even sang
"Happy
“ Happy Birthday"
Birthday” to guitarist
Hammond, Jr.
Albert Hammond,Jr.
"They
“They were just normal guys
who happen to know how to play
music really well,”
well," Pannkuk said.
Several times, Pannkuk found
himself high-fiving with bassist
Nikolai Fraiture.
The Strokes are touring to
promote their newest album First
Impressions of
o f Earth. They are
Julian Casablancas, lead vocals;
Fabrizio Moretti, drums; Nick
Valensi;
Valensi, guitar; Nikolai Fraiture,
bass; and Albert Hammond, Jr.,
guitarist.
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Rain Stunts Tennis
B y M a x B elz
The women’s tennis team played at Lee
.ty over the
weekend but most o f the matches were called
' due to rain.
“ Lee became good this past year,” Coach Stephen Muller said.
Muller originally scheduled Lee as a team that would match up
well against the new Covenant team. Lee is now ranked 24th in the
nation.
Getting strong competition even as a new team is something the
Lady Scots need. “That’s what we are there to do,” Muller said. “To
get good experience.”
Sophomore Bekah Holden and junior Stephenie Plowden played
Lee’s top doubles players and lost the lone set 4-8. Holden lost her
singles match 6-2, 6-2, but the others didn’t get to finish because o f
rain.
The men also played their first match, but didn’t have a full team.
Reed Crosson, Daniel Manget, Dan Nielson, Josh Desch, and Phil
Howlett all competed.

By
By Wesley Murrell
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